Emotional trauma and psychological stress can precipitate cardiac arrhythmia and sudden death through arrhythmogenic effects of efferent sympathetic drive. Patients with preexisting heart disease are particularly at risk. Moreover, generation of proarrhythmic activity patterns within cerebral autonomic centers may be amplified by afferent feedback from a dysfunctional myocardium. An electrocortical potential reflecting afferent cardiac information has been described, reflecting individual differences in interoceptive sensitivity (awareness of one's own heartbeats). To inform our understanding of mechanisms underlying arrhythmogenesis, we extended this approach, identifying electrocortical potentials corresponding to the cortical expression of afferent information about the integrity of myocardial function during stress. We measured changes in cardiac response simultaneously with electroencephalography in patients with established ventricular dysfunction. Experimentally induced mental stress enhanced cardiovascular indices of sympathetic activity (systolic blood pressure, heart rate, ventricular ejection fraction, and skin conductance) across all patients. However, the functional response of the myocardium varied; some patients increased, whereas others decreased, cardiac output during stress. Across patients, heartbeat-evoked potential amplitude at left temporal and lateral frontal electrode locations correlated with stress-induced changes in cardiac output, consistent with an afferent cortical representation of myocardial function during stress. Moreover, the amplitude of the heartbeat-evoked potential in the left temporal region reflected the proarrhythmic status of the heart (inhomogeneity of left ventricular repolarization). These observations delineate a cortical representation of cardiac function predictive of proarrhythmic abnormalities in cardiac repolarization. Our findings highlight the dynamic interaction of heart and brain in stress-induced cardiovascular morbidity. afferent homeostatic feedback ͉ electroencephalography ͉ heart beat-evoked potential ͉ insula cortex ͉ ischemia E motional events and mental stress can precipitate cardiac arrhythmia and sudden death in patients with heart disease (1-4). Electrocardiographic (ECG) indices of proarrhythmic electrical instability of the myocardium accompany psychological stress (5) and are associated with abnormalities in regional brain activity, suggesting abnormal efferent autonomic drive to the heart (1, 6) . Although a central efferent mechanism for arrhythmogenesis may also explain sudden death in disorders such as epilepsy (4, 7) , disturbances in cardiac afferent feedback may induce cardiogenic reflexes that enhance the vulnerability of cardiovascular disease patients to stress-induced arrhythmia (8) . Abnormalities in wall motion and compromised myocardial function are likely to be amplified during stress-induced arousal states, resulting in perturbation of cardiac afferent information. Afferent feedback information from the heart guides efferent autonomic cardiovascular control (9, 10) . By extension, abnormalities in afferent cardiac feedback can enhance arrhythmic risk (11) .
Neurophysiological studies in animals of afferent representations of the heart focus primarily on projections to brainstem nuclei. Attempts to localize cardiac afferent representations in humans using functional brain imaging (6, (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) are constrained by the temporal resolution of the techniques. Nevertheless, such studies confirm a hierarchy of representations of cardiac function from brainstem to cortex, to a level where conscious awareness of heart function is associated with enhanced activity within anterior cingulate and insula cortices (12) (13) (14) . Electroencephalography (EEG) has higher temporal resolution than techniques such as positron emission tomography or functional MRI (fMRI), although is limited with respect to inferring neuroanatomical generators of surface potentials. EEG methods have been applied to the study of afferent cardiac signals, where a heartbeat-evoked potential (HEP) has been described (17) (18) (19) (20) . The circumscribed location of this HEP to frontal and central scalp (17, 18, 21, 22) and particularly the observation that its amplitude predicts individual differences in interoceptive awareness (accuracy of heartbeat perception) (19) is consistent with a cardiac afferent source, arising from myocardial, carotid sinus and/or aortic arch baroreceptors, or perhaps mechanoreceptors within tissue distended by ejected blood (23) (24) (25) . The association between HEP and pro-arrhythmic cardiac function however has not to date been investigated.
Mental stress can induce proarrhythmic electrocardiological changes and compromise ventricular function in vulnerable patients (2, 5, 6, 26) . The brain correlates of this effect, mediated through stress-induced autonomic drive to the heart (increased sympathetic tone and decreased parasympathetic tone), was examined in a positron emission tomography (PET) study of cardiovascular patients. A stress-induced lateralized of brainstem activity was observed to be associated with pro-arrhythmic changes in ECG (5). Further, cortical regions including bilateral insula, anterior cingulate and orbitofrontal cortices have been shown to be modulated by baroreceptor activation (16, 27, 28) . Higher temporal-resolution EEG methods overcome the timing constraints of PET or functional MRI studies and can be applied to identify cortical responses arising from cardiac afferent feedback during the cardiac cycle, i.e., HEPs generated with each heartbeat. The present study extends this EEG research to establish an index of cardiac afferent information that specifically reflects myocardial function and dysfunction during induced stress. This research is relevant to understand cardiac mortality, because abnormal afferent feedback signals may drive proarrhythmic autonomic effects on the heart, most likely interacting at the level of the brainstem (6) . This afferent signal of abnormalities in myocardial function would also be rerepresented in the cortex and apparent in the distribution and amplitude of a HEP. We therefore examined cardiological patients during states of enhanced sympathetic cardiovascular arousal induced using a pressor task (mental stress; serial seven subtraction). We anticipated a spectrum of functional myocardial responses across patients. In particular, we anticipated that stress challenge would evoke changes in cardiac output, heart wall motion, and electrophysiological homogeneity, in accordance with the nature and extent of cardiac pathology, and that cortical HEPs would: (i) reflect afferent cardiac information (i.e., myocardial response rather than generalized indices of sympathetic arousal), (ii) predict functional impairment in these cardiovascular patients, and (iii) predict proarrhythmic ECG changes in response to stress.
Results
Physiological and Cardiological Measures. Across patients, mental stress was associated with enhanced cardiovascular and electrodermal measures of sympathetic arousal. Mental stress evoked significant increases in skin conductance level (SCL) [F(1,6) ϭ 9.853, P ϭ 0.020], systolic [F(1,9) ϭ 46.774, P ϭ 0.000] and diastolic blood pressure [F(1,9) ϭ 48.027 P ϭ 0.000], ejection fraction [F(1,9) ϭ 8.631, P ϭ 0.017], and heart rate [interbeat interval F(1,9) ϭ 6.673, P ϭ 0.030] (Fig. 1) .
ECG Changes. Consistent with proarrhythmic effects on repolarization, mental stress was associated with significantly increased inhomogeneity of repolarization (Hill parameter lead V3) [t(8) ϭ 3.493, P ϭ 0.010]. Further, mental stress was associated with significantly increased T-wave amplitude {lead F [t(6) ϭ 3.479, P ϭ 0.013], lead V3 [t(8) ϭ 2.411, P ϭ 0.042] and lead V4 [t(8) ϭ 3.023, P ϭ 0.016]}. Importantly, because stress was associated with significant ECG T-wave alterations, we selected our HEP epoch during the period following the T wave (Fig. 2) . Repeated-measures analysis of ECG recorded at the neck revealed no significant difference in mean ECG amplitudes (455-595 ms after R wave) between the baseline and stress-task conditions. Main Effect of Stress on HEP. We observed no overall alteration across electrodes in the amplitude of HEP (455-595 ms after R wave) as a function of mental stress (t tests of change in HEP, stress-baseline, 2D scalp space; Fig. 3 ). This result is a noteworthy indication that the changes in HEP described below do not have a primary relationship to cognitive processing and mental effort. Nevertheless, significant correlations were observed across individuals between HEP amplitude and the functional myocardial response to the mental stress challenge. These are detailed below.
HEP as Index of Cardiac Output. Two circumscribed clusters of significant association between HEP and cardiac output change (independent of changes in systolic blood pressure) were observed in left temporal and lateral frontal regions. These clusters retained significance after correction for multiple comparisons (P value correction on spatial extent of individual electrode associations significant at P Ͻ 0.001; cluster level correction P ϭ 0.001) and are shown in Fig. 4A ). Within each region, individual pair-wise correlations reveal that increased cardiac output was associated with increased HEP negativity. This is illustrated in Fig. 4B with peak electrodes from each significant cluster. In summary, the HEP at left temporal and lateral frontal surface electrodes specifically reflected individual patient differences in the magnitude of evoked myocardial response to stress. Examination of multivariate interaction of hemisphere (left HEP/right HEP) with the covariate cardiac output revealed a significant interaction [F(1,5) ϭ 6.225, 0.037]. This interaction demonstrates a hemispheric effect, that is, a significantly greater HEP cardiac output association within the previously identified left temporal cluster than within the corresponding region of the right hemisphere [see supporting information (SI)]. Importantly, there was no significant linear association between T-wave amplitude or heart rate change and changes in HEPs or between cardiac output and cardiac repolarization.
Association Between Changes in Cardiac Repolarization

Discussion
We report a brain potential, maximal at left temporal and lateral prefrontal surface electrodes, which reflects afferent neural infor- Stress-induced changes in physiological variables. Mental stress induced by serial subtraction task was associated with significant increases in systolic blood pressure, heart rate, and ejection fraction. Mean changes in physiological parameters across all subjects are presented. mation from myocardium. This HEP occurs after each heartbeat, correlates with functional and dysfunctional cardiac responses in cardiovascular patients, and has a predictive relationship with respect to proarrhythmic changes in electrical repolarization of the heart in response to stress, as reflected in correlations with the Hill parameter.
Our work is predicated on studies describing afferent ''interoceptive'' potentials triggered on the heart (17) (18) (19) (20) 29) . However, in contrast to previous findings, our research represents a demonstration of cortically recorded indices of cardiac function in a clinical population. Consistent with the induction of mental stress, performance of the serial subtraction task increased sympathetic drive to the heart and periphery (reflected directly by increased skin conductance heart rate and systolic and diastolic blood pressure). Nevertheless, we did not observe, across patients, a consistent increase in cardiac output as a consequence of increased sympathetic drive to the heart. Rather, although five patients showed hypereffective cardiac responses, within the remaining patients cardiac output fell. The left temporal/lateral frontal HEP mirrored these functional responses of the myocardium where greater cardiac output (independent of peripheral measures such as systolic pressure) was associated with greater HEP negative amplitude.
The normal physiological response of the heart to enhanced sympathetic drive is to alter force-tension-velocity relations to increase effective performance. The concomitant increases in stroke volume and cardiac output impact on systolic blood pressure (largely regulated peripherally). However, patients with compromised ventricular function can show a reduction in cardiac output during increased sympathetic drive. This may result from a failure of the impaired myocardium to increase cardiac output by increasing effective myocardial contraction in the face of increasing metabolic demand and the action of cardio-cardiac reflexes. All patients in our study had evidence of ventricular wall abnormality, with either regions of infarcted myocardium, echocardiographic evidence of impaired contractile function, or both (Table 1) accounting for the mixed hemodynamic profile we observed during stress. The diversity in observed HEP amplitude corresponded to diversity in myocardial function (cardiac output) rather than general indices of sympathetic activity, consistent with the notion that HEP is tuned to cardiac afferent feedback representation rather than efferent cardiac control. Similar considerations apply to measures of inhomogeneity of myocardial repolarization, with some patients showing an increase in inhomogeneity of repolarization during stress, whereas others showed decreased inhomogeneity. Both stretch and altered length of fiber excursion influence Association between HEPs and cardiac output. Stress-induced change in cardiac output was significantly correlated with change in HEP amplitude within left temporal and posterior frontal electrode locations. (A) T statistics reflecting the level of association between changes in HEPs and cardiac output are presented on a 3D scalp map. Individual electrodes are significant at P Ͻ 0.001. Each circled cluster is also significant at P ϭ 0.001 (cluster level P value correction). (B) Cortical potentials for all subjects are presented at a representative electrode from within each significant cluster. The cortical waveforms during baseline (blue) and stress (red) conditions are illustrated, whereas HEP epochs are indicated by green bar differences (140 ms average from 455 to 595 ms after R wave). Across subjects, increased HEP negativity was associated with increased cardiac output during stress. action potential duration through mechanoelectric feedback by effecting sarcolemmal stretch-activated channels and intracellular calcium cycling (26) . Among our patients, the effects of stress on the homogeneity of myocardial repolarization varied, some patients increasing and others decreasing the evenness of myocardial repolarization. Once again, the diversity of HEP amplitude was more closely related to diversity in the myocardial repolarization than with increases in sympathetic activity, i.e., consistent with cardiac afferent feedback rather than efferent cardiac drive.
A prominent source of cardiac afferent signal arises from low threshold baroreceptors and mechanoreceptors of the ventricular myocardium, carotid sinus, and aortic arch. These respond to stretch, compression, and deformation, thereby signaling information about cardiac filling and function. This information is conveyed centrally along vagus nerve and spinal afferents to influence centrally mediated cardio-cardiac reflexes (30, 31) . Stimulation of vagus nerve afferents may decrease myocardial contractility, stroke volume, and cardiac output through reflex withdrawal of sympathetic neural tone. In contrast, stimulation of sympathetic afferents can induce the opposite effects principally by increasing sympathetic efferent activity but also through parasympathetic withdrawal. An important feature of baroreceptor-mediated information is that it occurs in a cyclical fashion in time with the cardiac cycle. Baroreceptor activation underlies repeated inhibition of muscle sympathetic nerve activity occurring during each cardiac cycle (32) . Importantly, cardiac output provides a superior between-subject index of baroreceptor activation, which may be independent of systolic blood pressure differences (33) . Our findings extend neuroimaging observations of central baroreflex responses (16, 27) to show a direct modulation of cortical activity by afferent baroreceptor information within each cardiac cycle.
Human and animal studies suggest this cardiac afferent information is relayed hierarchically through the CNS by nucleus of the solitary tract, medulla, parabrachial nucleus, hypothalamus, and thalamus (34) (35) (36) . It is at these brainstem and subcortical levels that central cardio-cardiac reflexes may exacerbate pathological autonomic responses to emotional challenges in cardiological patients placing them at risk of arrhythmia and sudden death (1, 6, 9) . Beyond these brainstem centers, homoeostatic afferent information is conveyed by both basal and posterior ventromedial thalamic nuclei to the superior margin of the insula cortex, which supports a cortical representation of visceral state (9, 34, 37-42). Mid-and posterior insula regions appear to map physiological afferent information in an anatomically graded somatotopic mapping of the viscera (38, 43, 44) . Rerepresentation of this afferent information by anterior insula regions is implicated as the substrate for awareness and conscious appraisal of physiological status where information about internal state is integrated with ongoing emotional processing (19, 38, (40) (41) (42) . Correspondingly, in patients with cardiac syndrome X, dobutamine-induced cardiac afferent sensation Association between HEPs and cardiac repolarization inhomogeneity. Stress-induced change in myocardial repolarization (Hill parameter) was significantly correlated with change in HEP amplitude within left temporal electrode locations. (A) T statistics reflecting the level of association between changes in HEPs and repolarization inhomogeneity are presented on a 3D scalp map. Individual electrodes are significant at P Ͻ 0.002, whereas the circled cluster is significant at P ϭ 0.032 (cluster level P value correction). (B) Cortical potentials for all subjects are presented at two representative electrodes. The cortical waveforms during baseline (blue) and stress (red) conditions are illustrated, whereas HEP epochs are indicated by green bar differences (140 ms average from 455 to 595 ms after R wave). Across subjects, increased HEP negativity was associated with increased inhomogeneity of myocardial repolarization. One patient had one-vessel heart disease, with all remaining patients having two-to-three vessel heart disease. In addition, patients 2 and 8 had undergone coronary artery surgical procedures; patients 7 and 10 had undergone angioplasty procedures; and patients 2, 9, and 10 had previous heart failure. MI, myocardial infarction; Wall mot, ventricular wall motion impairment; ␤-blk, beta blocker; Ca-blk, calcium channel blocker; ACE, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor. M, male.
(angina) pain is associated with enhanced insula cortex activity (45, 46) . Right-sided afferent representations within anterior insula are linked to conscious interoceptive processing. However, studies of rodents and non-human primates clearly demonstrate direct representations of baroreceptor activity within bilateral insular cortex (24, 47, 48) . Our findings associate left hemisphere activity with largely unconscious alterations in myocardial function. Together, these observations highlight the role of insula in supporting afferent cortical representations of cardiac function. In the present study, we describe a surface potential that relates to afferent cardiac function and adaptive cardiac response to stress. Although we are cautious in ascribing a precise neuroanatomical origin to this HEP, its location on left temporal surface electrodes suggests a neural representation within insular cortices, in accordance with other studies. An alternative interpretation of HEP changes during mental stress is that they reflect ''central command'' processes controlling myocardial function. Cardiac efferent responses including tachycardia, bradycardia (49) (50) (51) , and the induction of lethal arrhythmias (52) have been demonstrated after insular cortex stimulation, consistent with centralized cardiac efferent control (53, 54) . Although it is also possible that alterations in HEPs reflect sympathetic outflow underlying cardiac output, independent of sympathetically mediated increases in skin conductance, blood pressure, and heart rate (55), considering that cardiac output may directly index baroreceptor activation on a beat-by-beat basis, and the specific expression of our effects within each cardiac cycle, we favor an afferent representation interpretation. Further, conduction velocity research in humans indicates that baroreceptor afferents are processed centrally 400-800 ms after ECG R wave (56), consistent with HEP effects observed 450-695 ms after R wave.
In addition to cardiac output, the degree of left temporal HEP change during mental stress was directly associated with increases in myocardial repolarization inhomogeneity. This is consistent with previous findings among patients with compromised myocardial function of both increased action potential duration (APD) during adrenalin administration and increased T-wave measures of repolarization inhomogeneity during mental stress. Together, these observations illustrate that sympathetic arousal contributes to proarrhythmic changes affecting the myocardium (5, 57). During stress, enhanced sympathetic stimulation alters repolarization and APD (by influencing calcium and potassium currents) decreasing the recovery time of the myocardium. In pathological hearts with regions of infarction and wall motion abnormality, the electrophysiological effects of stretch depend on the prevailing contractile geometry. As a consequence, mechanoelectric feedback signals are themselves inhomogeneous. Moreover, uneven wall motion may potentate mechanoreceptor activation within the myocardium, increasing cardiac afferent output (observed in our study as an increase in the negative amplitude of the left temporal HEP). We are only beginning to unravel the nature and contribution of central mechanisms in determining cardiac response and risk. Nevertheless, the present study identifies a surface brain potential that indexes afferent information about myocardial function and reflects a measure of the clinical risk of stress-induced cardiac events in a vulnerable patient group.
These findings report cortical representation of cardiac afferent information reflecting myocardial response to mental stress. Within this patient sample, mental stress was associated with both increased sympathetic drive and myocardial responses ranging from hypo-to hypereffective changes in cardiac output. These functional changes were associated with changes in the amplitude of a localized HEP. Hypereffective responses were associated with increased HEP negativity within the left temporal region, consistent with a cortical rerepresentation of baroreceptor-mediated cardiac afferent information. The correlation between cardiac repolarization and HEP amplitude links myoelectrical dysfunction of the heart with changes in afferent brain response, providing insight into central feedback mechanisms that potentiate arrhythmogenesis in vulnerable cardiological patients during stress or emotional challenge.
Materials and Methods
Participants. Ten male subjects (mean age 59 yrs, Ϯ SD ϭ 11.11 yrs) were recruited consecutively from two cardiology outpatient clinics (The Heart Hospital, University College London Hospitals Trust, London, U.K., and The Whittington Hospital, Hampstead, London, U.K.). All had a previous history of cardiac dysfunction and were receiving pharmacological treatment ( Table 1 ). The study was approved by the local Ethics Committee. Each patient was provided with detailed information regarding the study before giving informed consent.
Task and Design. We used a validated mental stress/pressor task (serial seven subtraction task). This task is routinely used in autonomic function testing and commonly provokes changes in cardiac and vascular function after increased sympathetic arousal. During this task, patients were required to rapidly count backward by sevens and were repeatedly encouraged to hurry while any errors were explicitly noted and corrected. This high-stress condition was contrasted with a low-stress or baseline condition, during which patients were simply required to count aloud from 1 to 50 in a regular and relaxed fashion.
Procedure. Patients were fitted with an ambulatory 12-lead ECG recorder (Del Mar Reynolds, Hertford, U.K.) monitor (standard electrode positions) and headcap containing 128 EEG electrodes before being seated in a quiet temperature-controlled electrically shielded testing room. An inflatable finger cuff and infrared plethysmograph were fitted to the index finger of the patient's right hand, allowing measurements of beat-to-beat finger arterial blood pressure with a Finometer (Finapress Medical Systems, BV, Amsterdam, The Netherlands). Electrodes for recording electrodermal activity were also applied to the distal phalanx of the first and third fingers of each hand, allowing bilateral recording of skin conductance level using AT64SCR (Autogenic Systems, Wood Dale, IL) equipment simultaneous with electrocortical and cardiac data. Subjects completed 10 min of the baseline and high-stress task conditions while seated in a semirecumbent position, with each condition split into two 5-min blocks to minimize habituation during the high-stress condition. EEG Recording. EEG was recorded with a 128-lead sintered AgAgCl electrode Biosemi (Biosemi, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) Active Two system with two additional ear and six additional ECG electrodes applied using Parker Signal gel (Parker Laboratories, Fairfield, NJ). Analogue voltages, amplified at each electrode site with a recording bandwidth (Ϫ3 dB) between DC-134 Hz, were sampled at 512 Hz. Electrode-offset voltages were kept below 50 mV throughout the recording. All channels were referenced to linked ears before offline storage. Preprocessing began with bandpass filtering (0.7-24 Hz) and down-sampling to 300 Hz using statistical parametric mapping (SPM). Independent component analysis was then performed on continuous EEG data using EEGLAB (EEGLAB 4.515, University of San Diego, San Diego, CA) separately for each recording block for each subject. Eye movements and blink artifacts were removed by subtracting independent components reflecting these artifacts (58) . In addition to 128 channels of EEG, ECG was recorded at the left and right collarbone within all subjects for identification of PQRS-T complexes and subsequent segmentation of EEG. Because ECG Twave expression varies depending on the combination of ECG leads examined, we also recorded ECG at lateral and dorsal sites at the base of the neck within six subjects, allowing a comprehensive identification of T-wave expression (Fig. 2) . These ECG measures were recorded as extra EEG channel data, referenced to linked ear electrodes, and preprocessed in an identical manner to EEG data. PQRS-T complexes in additional ECG leads were then identified in Matlab (Mathworks, Billerica, MA) using custom-written software, allowing 800-ms epochs (100 ms before ECG R wave to 700 ms after ECG R wave) (17) to be selected in SPM5. EEG dud electrodes were removed from averaged HEPs for each task condition and replaced with the average of four surrounding electrodes. Difference waveforms reflecting stress associated change in HEPs were then calculated by subtracting the average baseline HEPs from the average mental stress HEPs for each subject.
Electrocardiography. The shape and distribution of ST-and T-wave segments of the 12-lead ECG provide information on the homogeneity of cardiac electrical repolarization and, in view of the prime importance of inhomogeneity of repolarization in arrhythmogenesis, were a focus of interest in the present study. Using paired t tests, we examined T-wave amplitude and accumulated T-wave area, extending from the ECG J point to the next P wave (59) . Applying the Hill equation (a mathematical function parameterizing sigmoidal enzyme kinetic myocardial reactions) to measures of accumulated T-wave area provides a validated and sensitive index of ventricular repolarization inhomogeneity (60) .
Physiological Measures. Beat-to-beat reconstructed brachial pressure waveforms were calculated from the finger arterial pressure waveform recorded on the Finometer. A range of physiological measures was derived from these waveforms using Beatscope software (Beatscope 1.1a, Finapress Medical Systems, BV), including brachial pressure at systole and diastole, stroke volume, interbeat interval, cardiac output, left ventricular ejection time, diastolic pressure time index (DPTI), and the maximal steepness of the upstroke [delta pressure/delta time (dp/dt)]. Skin conductance level data for each hand were derived from bilaterally recorded electrodermal activity. All of the physiological measures were averaged within the baseline and mental stress conditions separately for each patient, after which difference scores were calculated as with EEG data.
EEG Analysis. EEG measures of heart-related potentials are made more difficult by the superimposition of ECG waveform, generated within the myocardium, across scalp electrodes. Examining the influence of cardiac field artifacts (CFA) (21, 23) reported that, after the ECG T wave (350-650 ms after R wave within these subjects), ECG amplitude dropped to Ͻ1% of total chest recorded ECG amplitude (and Ͻ0.04 V of at-scalp electrodes), providing a low-CFA window within which cortical activity may be measured without distortion from electrical discharges originating from the myocardium. After previous research (23), we selected a 140-ms epoch that occurred after the ECG T-wave (455-595 ms after R wave; Fig. 2) . Physiological measures were then used as explanatory variables of changes in scalp-recorded HEPs at each point in the scalp, using an SPM instantiation of the general linear model (SPM5; www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk). This analysis entails interpolating the channel responses into a 2D image of scalp responses and forming statistical parametric maps of the T statistic in the usual way. We created SPMs testing for a main effect of stress and of parametric variation in the physiological measures. Changes in systolic blood pressure and neck-recorded ECG were included in design matrices assessing relationship with cardiac output and Hill parameter, respectively, such that only independent effects were reported. In SPM5, corrections for multiple comparisons over the scalp use a random field theory adjustment to the P values to control family-wise error. Because our data were smooth over the scalp, we chose to use P values based on the spatial extent of regions whose uncorrected P values exceeded 0.002. Suprathreshold data are also used for graphical display of significant regions (after projecting on to a scalp surface in 3D). Because of missing data, a separate model of the Hill parameter was used for a subset of patients. Associations between medication status and HEP effects were thoroughly tested. Left temporal HEP amplitude was reduced within patients prescribed beta blockers (either Atenolol or Bisoprolol). The significant associations between HEPs and both cardiac output and Hill parameter remained significant after controlling for beta-blocker status.
